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Abstract—Every one of us have perused news of the cloning 

of sheep or steers with delighted investment. In any case 

how would you feel on the off chance that some individual 

`cloned' your cell telephone? Engineering is at last a making 

a mockery of its dull side. Alongside the multiplication of 

innovative developments, this period additionally denote the 

conception of the new-age IT crooks in an enormous 

manner, with the most recent engineering duplicity being 

cell telephone cloning. In spite of the fact that 

correspondence channels are outfitted with security 

calculations, yet cloners escape with the assistance of 

clauses in frameworks. So when one gets gigantic charges, 

the chances are that the telephone is continuously cloned. 

Wireless cloning is a system wherein security information 

from one cell is moved into an alternate telephone. The 

other wireless turns into the definite imitation of the first 

PDA like a clone. Subsequently, while calls could be 

produced from both telephones, just the first is charged. 

Despite the fact that correspondence channels are furnished 

with security calculations, yet cloners escape with the 

assistance of tricks in frameworks. So when one gets 

tremendous charges, the chances are that the telephone is 

constantly cloned. This paper depicts about the PDA cloning 

with execution in GSM and CDMA engineering telephones. 

It gives an understanding into the security system in CDMA 

and GSM telephones alongside the tricks in the frameworks 

and examines on the diverse methods for keeping this 

cloning. Besides, the future risk of this duplicity is, no doubt 

explained.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Cloning is the production of a creature that is an accurate 

hereditary duplicate of an alternate. This implies that each 

and every bit of DNA is the same between the two!  

While the verbal confrontation on the morals of 

cloning proceeds, human race, surprisingly, are confronted 

with a clearer and hurtful variant of cloning and this time it 

is your cell telephone that is the target.  

 
Fig. 1: Copying the identity of one to another 

A huge number of cell telephones clients, be it 

GSM or CDMA, run at danger of having their telephones 

cloned. As a cell telephone client in the event that you have 

been accepting hugely high bills for calls that you never set, 

chances are that your cellular telephone could be cloned. 

Lamentably, it is extremely unlikely the endorser can locate 

cloning. Occasions like call dropping or peculiarities in 

month to month bills can go about as tickers.  

As per media reports, as of late the Delhi (India) police 

captured an individual with 20 portable  telephones, a smart 

phone, a SIM scanner, and a journalist. The charged was 

running a trade unlawfully wherein he cloned CDMA based 

cells. He utilized programming named Patagonia for the 

cloning and gave shoddy universal calls to Indian outsiders 

in West Asia.  

II. HOW MOBILE PHONE WORKS? 

Cellular telephones send radio recurrence transmissions 

through the air on two unique stations, one for voice 

correspondences and the other for control signs. At the point 

when a cell telephone makes a call, it regularly transmits its 

Electronic Security Number (ESN), Mobile Identification 

Number (MIN), its Station Class Mark (SCM) and the 

number brought in a short blast of information.  

A. ESN - The ESN (Electronic Serial Number) is the serial 

number of your cell phone. The ESN is transmitted to the 

cell site and utilized within conjunction with the NAM to 

confirm that you are a genuine client of the cell framework.  

B. MIN - The MIN (Mobile Identification Number) is 

basically the telephone number of the phone. 

 
Fig. 2: ESN (Electronic Serial Number) 

This blast is the short buzz you hear after you press 

the SEND catch and before the tower gets the information. 

These four things are the parts the cell supplier utilization to 

guarantee that the telephone is customized to be charged and 

that it additionally has the character of both the client and 

the telephone. MIN and ESN is on the whole known as the 

"Pair" which is utilized for the cell distinguishing proof.  

 
 

 
Fig. 3: Check for ESN number 

 

At the point when the phone site gets the pair 

indicator, it figures out whether the requester is a honest to 

goodness enlisted client by contrasting the requestor's pair 

with a cell endorser rundown. Once the phone's pair has 

been perceived, the phone site radiates a control indicator to 
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allow the endorser of spot calls freely. This procedure, 

known as Anonymous Registration, is completed each one 

time the phone is turned on or grabbed by another cell site. 

III. WHAT IS MOBILEPHONE CLONING? 

Cloning of cellular telephones means duplicating the 

supporter data from one telephone onto the other with the 

aim of getting free calls. The other cellular telephone turns 

into the definite copy of the first cell telephone like a clone. 

Subsequently, while calls might be created out of both 

telephones, just the first is charged.  

 
Fig. 4: Transmission of MSN/ESN to n/w 

Cloning happens most as often as possible in 

regions of high cell telephone use.  

IV. LOOP HOLES IN CELL PHONE NETWORKS 

ESN/MIN information is NOT encoded on the path to the 

MSC (Mobile Switching Center) for further validation. In 

this manner, filtering the wireless transmissions for this 

information in the event that you wish to clone a telephone. 

By changing ESN furthermore MIN, the phone bearer will 

acknowledge the call and bill it to either a wrong record or 

give administration focused around the way that it is NOT a 

detached collector. It will additionally take a gander at the 

other two parts, keeping in mind the end goal to guarantee 

that it is really a mobile phone and to advance charging data 

to that bearer.  

V. HOW DO I KNOW THAT MY MOBILE IS GETTING 

CLONED? 

There's nothing that can help an endorser locate cloning. 

There are a few strategies that could be embraced by 

administration suppliers however. Be that as it may, colossal 

portable bills could go about as a ticker for supporters.  

 
Fig. 5: Duplicate detection 

VI. WHO'S SAFE? 

Both GSM and CDMA handsets are inclined to cloning.  

Actually, it is less demanding to clone a CDMA handset 

over a GSM one, however cloning a GSM PDA is not 

inconceivable. There are additionally Internet destinations 

that give data on how one could go about hacking into 

cellphones.  

VII. CLONING CDMA CELL PHONES 

Cellular phone cheats screen the radio recurrence range and 

take the cell combine as it is continuously namelessly 

enlisted with a cell site. The engineering utilization spread-

range procedures to impart groups to numerous discussions. 

Supporter data is likewise encoded and transmitted digitally. 

CDMA handsets are especially helpless against cloning, as 

per specialists. Original versatile cell systems permitted 

fraudsters to force membership information, (for example, 

ESN and MIN) from the simple air interface and utilize this 

information to clone telephones. 

 
Fig. 6: Electronic scanning device 

A gadget called as DDI, Digital Data Interface 

could be utilized to get combines by basically making the 

gadget portable and sitting in an occupied movement zone 

(interstate bridge) and gather all the information you require. 

The stolen ESN and EMIN were then nourished into another 

CDMA handset, whose current project was deleted with the 

assistance of downloaded programming. The purchaser then 

projects them into new telephones which will have the same 

number as that of the first endorser.  

VIII. CLONING GSM PHONES 

GSM handsets, despite what might be expected, are more 

secure, as per specialists. Each GSM telephone has a 15 

digit electronic serial number (alluded to as the IMEI). It is 

not an especially mystery bit of data and you don't have to 

take any forethought to keep it private. The vital data is the 

IMSI, which is put away on the removable SIM card that 

conveys all your endorser data, wandering database etc. 

GSM utilizes a reasonably modern lopsided key 

cryptosystem for over-the-air transmission of endorser data. 

Cloning a SIM utilizing data caught over-the-air is in this 

manner troublesome, however not inconceivable. As long as 

you don't lose your SIM card, you're sheltered with GSM. 

GSM bearers utilize the Comp128 verification calculation 

for the SIM, validation focus and system which make GSM 

a far secure innovation. GSM systems which are considered 

to be invulnerable can likewise be hacked. The methodology 

is basic: a SIM card is embedded into a spectator. In the 

wake of interfacing it to the workstation utilizing 

information links, the card subtle elements were moved into 

the PC. At that point, utilizing unreservedly accessible 

encryption programming on the Net, the card subtle 

elements could be encoded on to a clear shrewd card. The 

result: A cloned phone is prepared for abuse. 
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IX. CONCLUSION 

Existing cell frameworks have various potential 

shortcomings that were considered. It is essential that 

organizations and staff consider cell telephone security 

important. Mindfulness and a couple of sensible safeguards 

as a component of the general endeavor security 

arrangement will stop everything except the most refined 

criminal. It is likewise required to keep as a primary concern 

that a procedure which is portrayed as sheltered today could 

be the most unsecured procedure later on.  

 
Fig. 7: Cloned cell Phones 

Subsequently it is completely critical to check the 

capacity of a security framework once a year and if 

important overhaul then again supplant it. At long last, 

mobile phones need to go far in security before they could 

be utilized as a part of discriminating provisions like m-

business. 
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